









15TH ANNIVERSARY

AMAZING BIRTHDAY OFFERS
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	Happy Back
	Lumbar relief
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Your shopping cart is empty

Add something to make me happy :)

Shop now















Free shipping on orders over 250USD +


FREE SHIPPING UNLOCKED






0USD

250USD











Free Shipping












I have a
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	Subtotal:	
	Discount:	
	Gift card:	
	Total:	





Express payment methods














We will use your address provided in PayPal. The delivery fee will also be calculated based on this address.




Checkout
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15th Anniversary

Celebrate with us! Check our Birthday Offers



SHOP NOW
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15th Anniversary

Celebrate with us! Check our Birthday Offers



SHOP NOW
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Pranamat® yourself!


Get an amazing treatment with the best-loved massage set on the planet



Shop now

























Choose your set today






FULL BODY MASSAGE FROM HEAD TO TOE

WHEN YOU CHOOSE PRANAMAT ECO, YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT YOU ARE SUPPORTING ETHICAL PRODUCTION AND A CREATIVE, EGALITARIAN AND DIVERSE WORK ENVIRONMENT
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Full Body PRO Massage set
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Mat + Pillow + Mini + Big Bag



 




Loveheart Full Body Massage Set  
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Mat + Loveheart Pillow + Mini



 




Loveheart Basic Massage Set  
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Mat + Loveheart Pillow



 




Basic Massage Set + Moon  
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Mat + Pillow + PranaMoon



 








DIFFERENT COLOURS ARE AVAILABLE

Choose your color
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High quality standards

The STANDARD 100 certificate independently awarded by OEKO-TEX® guarantees that Pranamat ECO is free from harmful substances and safe for intensive skin contact.

sustainability promise













Natural dyes and fillers

We always choose materials that are 100% safe — both for your body and for the environment.
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PATENTED DESIGN

This high-performance massage element, in the form of the lotus, has a unique shape that deeply stimulates the skin without hurting it.
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Welding attachment technology

No toxic glue is used in the production — the lotuses are securely attached by employing thermal pressing technology.
























5 REASONS TO CHOOSE PRANAMAT ECO
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Happy Back


93%

Reported significant or total relief from back pain 
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Clear Head


80%

of study participants reported disappearance or significant alleviation of headaches
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Sound sleep


100%

of clients noticed a reduction of fatigue and low energy
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Light Legs


90%

of people say that regular massage improves circulation, breaking the numbness-pain cycle.
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Toned skin


90%

agree that the appearance of cellulite is reduced over time.


























Read more













Feel the results in minutes
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Lie down and feel the difference
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30 seconds

A pleasant tingling runs through your body
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1 MIN

Blood circulation is activated





[image: Soothing heat spreads through your body]


2 min

Soothing heat spreads through your body
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3 min

Cell regeneration is kick-started





[image: A powerful flood of endorphins block pain]


5 min

A powerful flood of endorphins block pain
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10 min

Deep relief from muscle tension 





[image: Euphoric calm in body and mind]


20 min

Euphoric calm in body and mind
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AMAZING LOTUS EMBROIDERY

100% cotton
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HANDMADE IN EUROPEAN UNION

100% ethical production
















ALL THE POSSIBILITIES OF ACUPRESSURE MASSAGE AT HOME

The original set of the European manufacturer improves the condition of muscles and skin, makes a relaxing massage, relieves muscle pain.















OUR AMBASSADORS
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One way I love to treat myself is to lay on my @pranamat for just 20 minutes while I nurse or cuddle Sage. The spiky lotus flowers feel amazing on my back and takes away all the aches I get throughout the day.

The mat works by circulating the blood flow in your body, just like an acupuncture session, but at home! It takes a minute to get comfortable on it, but once you do you feel amazing. 

Keri Pilates

Pilates Instructor
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@kerispilatesroom 







I like to spice-up my practices with my @pranamat set. I’ve been benefiting from my @pranamat for almost three years and I take it with me wherever I go. It is very much like having a personal masseuse with me. I use it mostly in the evening to wind down, recharge, and release physical and emotional tension, but also during the day before and after working out. 

Sara Ticha

Movement & Mindfulness Teacher
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@sarahticha 







How to make your post-workout high last longer: Lay on @pranamat a #1 acupressure mat to release muscle tension, improve skin tone, and make yourself happier and healthier. Pranamat ECO is also sustainable (eco-friendly), toxin-free and handmade. 

Karina Blackwood

Yoga RYT 200+ | Pilates | Functional Training Instructor
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My secret for quickly releasing tension from my body is the @pranamat

It takes just 20 minutes of usage a day to relieve muscle tension! 

 

Fumiko Takatsu

Face Yoga Method Founder
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Feeling that hurts so good kinda burn over here a lot recently! Have you gotten in on this action yet?



@pranamat is one of my wellness tools that I get the most questions on because it’s soooo unique! The pranamat set is basically like having your own acupressure therapist with you at all times! 

Meg Kilcup

Pharmacist
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I cannot believe how good I feel after laying on my new @pranamat.



Not only does the mat help to get you into a parasympathetic state (which is amazing for blood sugar regulation and hormone balance), it also stimulates the production of endorphins! 

Danielle

Blood Sugar Specialist
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“When Lola goes down for a nap, I prioritize giving myself at least 15 mins on the @pranamat & I am loving the ritual of giving myself that down time, while benefitting my body.



The thousands of acupressure points deeply massage, alleviate stress and muscle tension while aiding in back & leg soreness relief.” 

Taylar

Fitness Trainer
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Become a part of the community
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FOLLOW US IN OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
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Handpicked for you







Full Body PRO


-20%
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Mat + Pillow + Mini + Big Bag



$505
$404
 




Add to cart










Full Body Original


Last items

-15%
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Mat + Pillow + Mini



$420
$357
 




Add to cart










Basic


-15%




[image: Pranamat ECO Set (Mat + Pillow) Lavender & Lavender]


Mat + Pillow



$285
$243
 




Add to cart










Full Body Original


recommended

-15%
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Mat + Pillow + Mini



$390
$332
 




Add to cart























find my perfect massage set










OUR MISSION VALUES








OUR VISION

We see a world where well-being matters, and daily rituals add up to years of feeling, being and doing better.
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

It’s not just the label that’s green. Made with love for the planet and all its creatures.
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CHARITY

Supporting Pranamat ECO® has a positive impact on the people who need our help the most.
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Join the World’s #One Wellness Community

Over two million people tune in to our newsletters to get the latest on self-care, life-enhancing top tips, members-only access to limited edition items, gifts and offers. Join us today!
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+1 646 844 8672 
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Pranamat.com © 2009 - 2023. All rights reserved. 
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This website uses cookies to personalize content and ads (targeting or advertising cookies), to analyze our traffic (analytics/statistics cookies), to provide accessibility to website features (functionality cookies), and to make your shopping experience impeccable and tailored to your needs (preference cookies). By continuing to browse our website, you agree to our use of cookies.



Accept
Learn more










 
